Lake Springfield

Catfish (Flathead)
Limit: 5 per day
Size: 18 in. min.

Catfish (Blue and Channel)
Limit: 25 per day (aggregate)
Size: Only 10 can be 20 inches or greater in length

Crappie
Limit: 25 per day
Size: 10 in. min.

Largemouth (Black) Bass
Limit: 5 per day
Size: 14 in. min.

White / Sand Bass
Limit: 25 per day
Size: 10 in. min.

 PLEASE NOTE

- CHECK OUT time is 12 p.m. or renew permit by 9 a.m. (pending site availability).
- Public consumption or display of any alcoholic beverage is prohibited.
- A maximum of eight people permitted per campsite. Quiet time from 10 p.m. – 6 a.m. Day-use guests must leave the park by 10 p.m.
- An excess parking fee is required at campgrounds with more than two vehicles. Campsite must be kept clean; all trash must be picked up before leaving.
- Only one unit per site is permitted to hook up to utilities.
- Pets are not allowed in Shelter/Cabin/Group Barracks buildings or grounds. Elsewhere in the park, pets must be kept on leash no longer than six feet and must not be left unattended. Please pick up after them. Pets are not permitted in any buildings.
- Valid permit required on windshield of each vehicle in park.
- All vehicles are to remain on pavement.
- Numbered sites for overnight camping only. NO PICNICING.
- Permit required for all areas.
- Please follow boat launch protocol.
- Canoes and kayaks are available for rental at park headquarters.
- Firewood can be purchased at park headquarters.
- Stop the spread of invasive species. CLEAN, DRAIN and DRY your boat.
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